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Abstract-A method for solving various half-space multigroup transport problems for the case of a 
general transfer matrix is explained. A non-linear integral equation for the emergent distribution of 
the albedo problem is derived. Then, by using the full-range completeness of the infinite medium 
eigenfunctions, the distribution inside the half-space is obtained from the emergent distribution. 
Finally, the Milne problem and the half-space Green’s function problem are solved in terms of the 
emergent distribution of the albedo problem and the infinite medium eigenfunctions. 

One advantage of this method is that it readily yields numerical results for emergent distributions 
of half-space problems. Even for the numerical evaluation of a particular solution inside the half- 
space, this technique is felt to be superior to other exact half-space methods since only full-range 
eigenfunction expansions are employed rather than the more difficult half-range expansion used in 
other techniques. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE MULTIGROUP approximation has become a widely used method for treating the 
energy dependence of the transport equation. However, in practical reactor problems 
one is generally unable to solve the multigroup transport equation, and as a con- 
sequence, additional approximations must be introduced, e.g. multigroup diffusion 
theory. Many of these approximations to the transport equation have been quite 
successful. Nevertheless, there is a very definite need for exact solutions of the multi- 
group transport equation since such solutions can be used to check the accuracy of 
the solutions obtained from the various approximate methods. 

Only in the past few years have exact solutions to several multigroup problems 
been obtained. By applying the singular eigenfunction approach of CASE and ZWEIFEL 

(1967), the solution of the infinite mediumGreen’s function problem has been obtained 
for the two-group (SIEWERT and SHIEH, 1967) and the N-group cases (YOSHIMURA, 

1968). Until now, the solution of half-space problems has been restricted to special 
cases. Several two-group problems have been investigated (ZELAZNY and KUSZELL, 

1961; METCALF, 1968). In a paper on radiative transfer Siewert and Zweifel treated 
the N-group case with the specific limitation that the determinants of the transfer 
matrix, C, and all its minors vanish (SIEWERT and ZWEIFEL, 1966). Finally, for the 
case of symmetric transfer (of which the two group case is a special example (PAHOR 

and SHULTIS, 1969)) LEONARD and FERZIGER (1966) showed how solutions to half- 
space problems can, in principle, be obtained by solving Fredholm equations. 
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All of the above investigations are restricted in their applicability to practical 
situations either by the small number of permissible groups or by a special form of the 
transfer matrix. The purpose of this paper, therefore, is to consider half-space prob- 
lems of the N-group isotropic transport equation with a completely arbitrary transfer 
matrix. However all of the previous half-space techniques have depended critically 
upon a ‘half-range completeness’ theorem whereby the solution of any half-space 
problem can be expanded uniquely in terms of only half of the infinite medium 
eigenfunctions of the transport equation. For the case of general transfer no such half- 
range theorem has been found and another approach must be used. 

Recently an approach which circumvents this half-range difficulty has been used 
by PAHOR (1966, 1967) in the thermal neutron degenerate kernel case. It is this ap- 
proach which will be used in this paper. First the emergent distribution for the prob- 
lem is found. Then, once the angular flux is completely known at the surface, the 
full-range completeness property of the N-group infinite medium eigenfunctions 
(YOSHIMURA, 1968) can be used to obtain the complete solution inside the half-space. 

The main problem then is the calculation of the emergent distributions. To this 
end, several different methods can be used. Case has obtained a Fredholm equation 
for the emergent flux in terms of the infinite medium Green’s function (CASE, 1969). 
Secondly, from an eigenfunction expansion of the problem, a Fredholm equation for 
the emergent distribution involving only eigenfunctions can be obtained (PAHOR and 
SHULTIS, 1969; CASE and ZWEIFEL, 1967). However, both these methods are very 
difficult to evaluate numerically. A third approach, which readily yields numerical 
results for the emergent distribution, will be used in this paper. By applying the 
invariance principles of AMBAKZUMIAN (1942) and CHANDRASEKHAR (1960), a non- 
linear integral equation with a simple kernel can be easily derived for the general N- 
group albedo problem emergent distribution. 

The plan of this paper is as follows: Section 2 reviews the known results and prop- 
erties of the infinite medium eigenfunctions which will be needed later. The next 
section shows how the emergent distribution to the half-space albedo problem can 
be obtained in terms of two fundamental matrix functions, V(p) and U(p). These 
functions satisfy a pair of coupled nonlinear integral equations which are quite ame- 
nable to solution by numerical means. In Section 3 we demonstrate how the emergent 
distributions for the Milne problem and the half-space Green’s function can also be 
expressed in terms of these U and V matrices. Then by applying the full-range com- 
pleteness theorem of the infinite medium eigenfunctions, the complete solutions to these 
problems may be obtained. 

2. EIGENFUNCTIONS OF THE MULTIGROUP TRANSPORT EQUATION 
The linear Boltzmann equation for iV energy groups in plane geometry and with 

isotropic scattering and fission can be written in the form 

(2.1) 

The vector $(x, ,u) is an N-component vector, of which the ith component, yi(x, ,u), 
is the angular flux for the ith group. The components of the matrix 2 are given by 
uJij, ui being the total interaction cross section for the ith group. Finally, the ele- 
ments, cii, of the transfer matrix C describe the transfer of neutrons from the jth 
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group to the ith group. For an isotropically scattering and fissioning medium the 
cii are given by 

‘ii = i[$+i + XiVjOjf ]  
(24 

where a;+ is the scattering cross section for the transfer of neutrons from thejth group 
to the ith group, ojf is the fission cross section for the jth group, vi the number of 
fission neutrons produced by an incident jth group neutron, and xi is the fission spec- 
trum fraction of the ith group. 

It is always possible to order the groups such that (PAHOR and SHULTIS, 1969) 

c71 > c72 > . . . > a,., (2.3) 

and by dividing equation (2.1) by cN and measuring distance in units of the largest 
mean free path, aN-l, one may set oN = 1 (SIEWERT and ZWEIFEL, 1966). 

Using the analogy of the one-speed problem (CASE and ZWEIFEL, 1967), a set of 
eigenfunctions, +(v, x, p) to equation (2.1) of the form 

+(v, x, P) = e--z’“+(v, P) (2.4) 

is sought. Substituting this ansatz in equation (2.1), the following equation for the 
eigenvectors +(v, ,D) is obtained : 

(2.5) 

where E is the unit matrix. The explicit form of these eigenvectors and their proper- 
ties have been investigated by several authors (SIEWERT and SHIEH, 1967; YOSHIMURA, 
1968; ZELAZNY and KUSZELL, 1961,1962; LEONARD and FERZIGER, 1966). In order 
to establish notation, the basic form and properties of these eigenfunctions will be 
briefly quoted. We will use, with slight changes, the notation of YosHrMuRA (1968). 

The eigenvectors can be written in the form 

+(y, P) = PF(v, /O(v) + G(v, /NV), (2.6) 

where P denotes the Cauchy principal value. The matrices F(v, ,u) and G(v, ,LJ) are 
defined as 

and 

[F(z, ~u)lii = Gp dij, (2.7) 
z 

[G(z, P)lij = d(Oiz - PPij- (2.8) 
A simultaneous equation for the unknown b(v), which satisfies 

1 
b(v) = C 

s 
_-l W +(v, P’) = Wv), (2.9) 

and the unknown vector h(v) is obtained by substituting equation (2.6) into equation 
(2.9), namely 

Q(v)b(v) = 
s 

’ d/-Wv, ,+(v) (2.10) 
-1 

where 

s 

1 
Q(Z) = C-l - P W, ,4 +u. (2.11) 

-1 
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To solve for b(v) and A(V) the eigenvalue spectrum is divided into two regions. 

(a) Region 1: I$(- 1, 1) 

In this region there may exist an even number, say 2M, of discrete eigenvectors, 
which in component form are written as 

[+(Q~, ,u)]~ = c.VVol 1u [b(vo,)li, i = 1 . . . N, s = 1 . . . 2M, (2.12) 
2 OS 

where b(vos) is a well defined vector (YOSHIMURA, 1968). The discrete eigenvalues, 
Yo*, s = 1 . . .2M, are solutions of the dispersion relation 

det S2(roo) = 0. (2.13) 

It can be shown that if vo)os is a solution of equation (2.13) then also --yes and vos* 
(complex conjugate) are eigenvalues with 

Moos) = M--YoJ = b*(yo,). (2.14) 

For a symmetric transfer matrix, the discrete eigenvalues, if they exist, are either 
real or imaginary (PAHOR and SHULTIS, 1969). For a general system, on the other 
hand, there does not appear to be any a priori reason to expect that the discrete 
eigenvalues are not complex. However, it may be argued on physical grounds that a 
subcritical medium must have a real dominant eigenvalue (defined as the eigenvalue 
with the largest real part), SHULTIS (1968) 

(b) Region 2: y&(-l, 1) 

This region is divided into N subintervals, vi, j = 1 . . . N, such that for 
vevj, (l/aj_l) < 1~1 I (l/ej) w h ere a,-l = 0. For the jth sub-interval, there are 
(N -j + 1) linearly independent eigenvectors, +j”(~, ,u), where the ith component 
has the form 

[%“(y, P)li = p hp [bjrn(Y)li + a(ci~ - P)Pjrn(~)Ii, 1 
m=j.. .N, j=l...N, (2.15) 

where P indicates the Cauchy principal value. The vectors bj”(v) and hjm(y) are also 
defined by YOSHIMURA (1968). 

The eigenvectors of both regions, $(Y, /A), depend parametrically upon C. If we 
denote by ++(v, p) the eigenfunctions with C replaced by C (tilde denoting the trans- 
pose), we see from equation (2.5) 

++(y, p, C) = My, pu, C). (2.16) 

In passing, it should be noted that b(v) and h(y) are even functions of Y and hence the 
eigenvectors have the property 

My, -A = M-y, A. (2.17) 

From the eigenvalue equation (2.5), one finds that the eigenvectors are orthogonal 
in the following sense: 

s 1 

d,u ,L&+(v’ ,u)+(Y, ,u) = 0 if v’ # v. (2.18) 
-1 
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Moreover, it is possible to choose particular linear combinations of eigenvectors for 
the independent eigenvectors of each subinterval, vj, such that all the ‘continuum’ 
eigenvectors are mutually orthogonal (YOSHIMURA, 1968), i.e. 

s 

1 
dp &~‘(&v, ,u)+~~(+Y’, p) = iNjm(v) 6,,, B(v - v’), Y, V’EV~. (2.19) 

-1 

Similarly for the ‘discrete’ eigenvectors, we have 

s 

1 
dp ,&+kbo,, pN(Ivos,, ,4 = fN, da,,, 3 = 1 . . . M. 

-1 
(2.20) 

The normalization functions Nj”(v) and N, are given by YOSHIMURA (1968). 
The eigenvectors, +(v, p), of equation (2.5) have the very useful property that they 

are ‘full-range complete’ (YOSHIMURA, 1968; ZELAZNY and KUSZELL, 1962). This 
property may be stated in terms of the following theorem. 

Theorem. The set of functions +(v, p), v&[-l, l] or v = &voJ, s = 1 . . . M, 
is complete in the sense that an arbitrary vector function $(,u) defined for ,UE [- 1, l] 
can be expanded in the form 

where cc(ve~), a(-v,J, and Aim(v) are uniquely determined expansion coefficients 

3. EMERGENT DISTRIBUTION OF THE ALBEDO PROBLEM 
In many problems in half-space transport theory, only the angular flux at the sur- 

face of the medium is needed. To this end, the emergent distribution of the half- 
space albedo problem will be considered in this section. The emergent distribution of 
this particular problem turns out to be of fundamental importance in determining the 
emergent distributions of all other half-space problems. 

Consider an albedo problem for which the incident neutron beam belongs to the 
ith’energy group. The angular flux of this 7th albedo problem’, qi(O, p,,; X, p), is 
the solution of equation (2.1) with the boundary conditions 

(i) +,i(O, PO; 0, p) = e, (VP -PO>, P > 0, PO > 0, 

(ii) lim +(O, 1~~; X, p) = 0, 
Z-m 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

where e, is a vector all of whose components are zero except the ith one which is unity. 
The N distinct albedo problems (one for each group) can be handled collectively by 
introducing the ‘albedo matrix’ Y(0, po; x, p) defined as 

Y(O, /Jo; XT /4 = [k(O, rue; x, $7 $)2(0? rue; XT p), * - * 3 Jr,Y@, /Jo; x, p)l. 
(3.3) 

This matrix is the solution of the transport equation 

p&E+ x YY(O,pu,; s 1 

x,pu> = c d$ ‘WA ~0; x, ~4, 
-1 

(3.4) 
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with the boundary conditions 

(i) Y(0, rue; 0, iu) = E a(~ - po), p > 0, luo > 0, (3.5) 

(ii) lim Y(0, po; x, p) = 0. (3.6) 
z-00 

From the definition of the albedo matrix, the quantity Y(0, 1~~; 0, ,M) gives the 
emergent distribution q”(-,u), p > 0, for any arbitrary incident P(U), ,D > 0 as 

‘if”(-~> = [‘dp’Y(O, ,u’; 0, -,~)Jr’“~(,u’). (3.7) 
Jo 

In fact the emergent distribution of any half-space problem can be expressed in terms 
of the matrix Y (0, p,,; 0, -,u) ,B” > 0, p > 0. There are several methods for obtain- 
ing this portion of the albedo matrix without first solving the complete albedo problem 
(PAHOR and SHULTIS, 1969; PAHOR, 1966; CASE, 1969; CHANDRASEKHAR, 1960). 
Here we will obtain from ‘the principle of invariance’ (CHANDRASEKHAR, 1960) a non- 
linear integral equation for this reflected flux. 

The principle of invariance states that the reflected flux from a half-space is un- 
changed by the addition (or subtraction) of layers of arbitrary thickness to (or from) 
the medium (CHANDRASEKHAR, 1960). Thus if Jy(x, p) is the angular flux at a distance 
x inside the half-space, the outwardly moving flux can then be expressed from equation 
(3.7) in terms of the inward flux as 

In particular, equation (3.8) gives for the ith albedo problem 

s 1 

$i(O, PO; x, -p> = W’W, p’; 0, -,44~i(O, po; x, 1~‘). (3.9) 
0 

Finally if we treat the Nalbedo problems collectively, the above vector equation yields * 
the following relation for the albedo matrix: 

s 

1 
Y(O, PO; x, -#4 = dp'Y(O, CL'; 

0 

To obtain a nonlinear integral equation for 

0, -P>Y(% PO; x, $1. (3.10) 

Y(0, ,u’; 0, -,u), first differentiate 
equation (3.10) with respect to x and set x = 0. Then using the transport equation 
(3.4) to evaluate the derivatives, and employing the boundary condition (3.5) one 
obtains 

= ES_ 
[ s ol~s(*‘,I”)]c[E+~~soLo.P))], (3.11) 

where the generalized S matrix is defined as 

S(po, pu> = pY(O, rue; 0, -ru), lu > 0. (3.12) 
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Since each bracket on the right hand side of equation (3.11) is a function of only one 
angular variable, this equation may be written as 

with 

U(P) = E + s l d/i 
7 S(P’Y P), 

0 P 

VP) = E + 
s 

’ d/i 
-; S(P, P’). 

0 P 
(3.15) 

Unfortunately Z and S&, ,LL~) do not commute, and to obtain an equation more 
amenable to numerical solution, the definition of a ‘term-wise matrix product’ is 
introduced. If D is the term-wise product (denoted by *) of A and B, i.e. D = A*B, 
then in component form we have 

[Dlij = [Alii[B],,, i, j = 1 . . . N. (3.16) 

It should be noted that the term-wise product operator is neither associative nor 
distributive with the conventional matrix product. 

To obtain a system of equations equivalent to equation (3.11) involving only U 
and V, integrate equation (3.11) first with respect to ,LA~. Then use the definition of 
U(,u), equation (3.14) and the term-wise matrix product notation to obtain 

U(P) = E + P s ,l d$&u, P’)* FJWCVWl, 

where the matrix A&, p’) is defined as 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

Similarly by integrating equation (3.11) with respect to /A an expression for V(p) is 
obtained : 

VW = E + P s ldp’M,k A* W~P’YWP)I. (3.19) 
0 

Equations (3.17) and (3.19) are two simultaneous nonlinear integral equations for 
the U and V matrix functions. For N = 1, they correspond to CHANDRASEKHAR'S 
(1960) one-speed nonlinear H function equation with U = I’ E H. 

The equations for U and V, as they stand, can be solved numerically by the method 
of successive iterations (SHULTIS, 1968). However it is possible to cast the U and V 
equations into a different form which does not involve the unconventional term-wise 
matrix product and whose iterative convergence has been found to be much better than 
that of equations (3.17) and (3.19). 

In equation (3.19) it is not possible to factor the term V(p) outside of the integral 
because of the term-wise product. However, it is possible to transform this matrix 
equation into a system of vector equations in which such a factorization can be 
accomplished. 
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Consider first the integrand in equation (3.19). Substituting explicitly for A($, p), 
and denoting summation by the repeated index notation (where a repeated lower case 
Greek subscript signifies summation from 1 to N), this integrand can be written in 
component form as 

[A($, ,u)*{U(,/_J)CV~)}],~ = ““$>2;!” . 
1 3 

(3.20) 

Now define the matrix V,(p) all of whose elements are zero except the kth column 
which equals the kth column of the V(p) matrix, i.e. 

Wk(Pu)lii = W(Pu)lij 6jlc* (3.21) 

With this notation the integrand (3.20) becomes 

D&j P’)U(P’P,(P) (3.22) 

where the diagonal matrix D,(,u, $) is defined as 

(3.23) 

Using this notation, equation (3.19) can be written in the form 

V&) = 2 Vi(p) = E + P 
i=l s 

’ d,JD& P’)U(P’)GV&). (3.24) 
0 

Similarly the transpose of equation (3.17) may be written as 

6&) = 5 &(,4 = E + P 
s 

1 

d$D&, lu')~W)~~&4, (3.25) 
i=l 0 

where 

Wk(P)lij = WCP>lji 6jk* (3.26) 

These two new matrix equations for U(p) and V(p), equations (3.24) and (3.25) can be 
reduced to systems of N vector equations. This is possible because of the particularly 
simple forms of the matrices V,(,u) and U&v). If one defines the vectors vi(,u) and 
ui(ru) as 

- vliCP> - uil(P) 

v2i(Pu) 

111 

uiZ(P> 

Vi(Pu> = * and ui(,u) = 1 ’ ,, i= 1.. . N, (3.27) 

vNi(P) _ uiN(P) _ 

then equations (3.24) and (3.25) become 

vi(P) = ei + P old$Di(P, P’)U(P’)Cvi(P), 
s 

i = 1 . . . N, 

and 

(3.28) 

s 1 

G4 = e, + P d$D&, $)~(,@u,(& i = 1 . . . N. (3.29) 
0 
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This system of vector equations is exactly equivalent to the U and V matrix equations 
which involved direct products (equations (3.17) and (3.19)). However now we can 
factor vi(p) or u&) from the integrands to obtain 

and 

v&u> = E - ,u 
[ s 

‘d$D&, $)U($)C 
0 1 -‘ei (3.30) 

Q(P) = E - P 
[ s 

’ d$D,(p, $)v($)c 
0 1 -’ ei. (3.31) 

It has been found that this system of equations is also solved readily by the method 
of successive iterations. However, the convergence rate is significantly better than 
that of the iterative solution of equations (3.17) and (3.19) (SHULTIS, 1968). 

Once the U and V matrices have been calculated, the generalized S(po, p) function 
is readily obtained from equation (3.13); and thus the emergent distribution for the 
ith albedo problem is in view of equations (3.1), (3.3), (3.7) and (3.12) 

MO, PO; 0, -P) = P-W pop ,G, = P~{A(P~ ruO)* W(~)CVW)l>e,. (3.32) 

At the end of this section it should be mentioned that in solving the albedo problem 
for a given transfer matrix C, we have, in fact, also solved the albedo problem for the 
transposed transfer matrix e. 

To show this, let us consider the solution $jt(O, ,B~; X, p) of the transport equation 

P&E + C G,i+(O, ~1; x’, P) = c: Xl G,+(O, ~1; x, P’) d/i s 
(3.33) 

which satisfies the boundary conditions 

(i) %+(O, iul; 0, P) = ei &P, - P), iul > 0, P > 0, 

(ii) lim $,i+(O, p,; X, p) = 0. 
2-00 

To find the relationship between the emergent distribution $i(O, 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 

PO; 0, -P), 
defined by equations (2.1), (3.1) and (3.2), and $j,jf(O, ,ul; 0, -,FJ) first multiply 
equation (2.1) from the left by qjt (0, ,ul ; x, -,M) ; then multiply the transpose of equa- 
tion (3.33), with p replaced by -,B, from the right by &(O, ,uo; x, ,u). Subtraction of 
these two results and integration over ,t~ from -1 to 1, and over x from 0 to co, 
yields the identity 

1 

s s 

00 

dlu,u -1 0 
dxg I$j+(o, ~1; X, -PFc)$i(O, ~0; XT ~)l= 0. (3.36) 

Use of the boundary conditions (3.1), (3.2), (3.34) and (3.35) and integration by 
parts of the above equation gives the relation 

LC~&+(O, iul; 0, -po)ei = j.Gj&(O, 1~~; 0, -P& (3.37) 

As before we introduce an albedo matrix $+(O, pl; x, -,LJ) defined as 

Y+(O, ru1; X,P) = NJl+(o, A; x,p), 92+(o, iu1; x,/-J) * *. q-J'iv+(O,pu,; x,p)l 

(3:38) 
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and the generalized St&, ,u) matrix 

S+(& P) = Py+(O, p1; 0, -PI* (3.39) 

Then it follows from equations (3.3), (3.12), (3.37), (3.38) and (3.39) that S(,LQ,, ,BJ 
and S+(,ui, ,u,,) are related by the equation 

S+(Pu,, PO) = S(Pcl~ PA (3.40) 
Finally, by defining 

U+(P) = E + 
s 

1 d4 S+(P’, P), (3.41) 
0 P 

and 

V+(P) = E + s l d$ 
7 S+(Pu, P’), 

0 P 
(3.42) 

it follows that 

and 
u+(P) = VP), (3.43) 

V+(U) = 0(/A). (3.44) 

4. EMERGENT DISTRIBUTIONS OF OTHER HALF-SPACE PROBLEMS 

In this section it is shown that the emergent distributions for the generalized Milne 
problem and the half-space Green’s function problem can be expressed in terms of the 
generalized S function or the U and V matrices of the previous section. 

(a) The generalized Milne problem 

For every positive eigenvalue ~(0, 1) or Y = yoJ, s = 1 . . . M, a Milne problem 
can be defined. Denoting its solution by $Jx, ,u), it is defined as the solution of the 
transport equation, equation (2,1), with the following boundary conditions: 

(i) Jy,(O, P) = 0, P > 0, (4.1) 

(ii) lim $,(x, p) = +(-Y, ,u)e$‘“, v > 0, (4.2) 
WCC 

where 9(-v, ,u) may be any of the eigenvectors-regular or singular. 
The first step in obtaining the solution is to find the emergent distribution, *,(O, 

-,u), ,U > 0. Consider a solution of the transport equation, $(x, /A), defined as 

Wx, P) = $)Y(x, P) + Y&P P) (4.3) 

where $,(x, p) is an albedo problem solution with the boundary conditions 

(i) k(O, 1~) = 4(-v, P), P > 0, (4.4) 

(ii) lim $=(x, p) = 0. (4.5) 
-CO 

Hence from equation (4.3), tj~(x, ,B) must have the boundary conditions: 

(9 444 P) = M--v, 1-4, ~1 > 0, 

(ii) lim $(x, p) = +(-v, p)e”‘“. 
z-m 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 
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Clearly the unique solution for 9(x, ,u) is 

Jy(x, P) = 9(-r, Iu)e”“. (4.8) 

Equations (4.3) and (4.8) then yield for the emergent Milne distribution 

GAO, -P) = 9(-y, -P) - kz(O, -P), P > 0. (4.9) 

The emergent albedo distribution, $JO, -,u), can be expressed in terms of the S 
function. From equations (3.7), (3.12) and (4.4) 

and hence the emergent Mime distribution in terms of the S function is 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

In the same way we obtain the emergent distribution, &+(O, -,u) for the trans- 
posed transfer matrix C 

k+(O, -P) = ++(y, P) - ; fbd@(,L /-W+(-v, P’). (4.12) 

Once the S function has been determined, these equations could be used to obtain 
numerical values for the emergent Mime distribution. However, rather than calculat- 
ing the S function from the U and V functions, and then substituting into equations 
(4.11) and (4.12), the emergent distribution can be expressed directly in terms of the 
U and V functions. This reduction of equation (4.11) leads to a far simpler expression 
for numerical evaluation. 

From equations (3.13), (3.23), (3.25) and (3.26) it can be shown that the S(p,, ,u) 
matrix may be written in the form 

SW, P) = P/-&(P)CW’)D&~ P’), (4.13) 

where the double index notation is again used to denote summation. Recall also that 
the eigenvector, @(Y, -$), Y > 0, $ > 0, in view of equations (2.6) and (2.9), can 
be expressed as 

+(a~, -,u’) = F(v, -p’)Ca(v). (4.14) 

If the diagonal matrix Mk(v, ,u, po) is defined as 

WY, PU, P’) = I&(/J, /WY, -P’), (4.15) 

then the integrand of (4.11) is 

1 SW, IU)+(Y, -A = P’~&)CV($)M,(~~ P, iu’)Ca($. 
P 

(4.16) 

This expression can be considerably simplified by considering the explicit form of 
Mk(v, ,u, ,u’). Substitution of F and Dk from equations (2.7) and (3.23) yields (in 
component form) 

(4.17) 
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The identity 

1 1 1 
(a& + O#‘)(lJ,Y + /%‘) = z a,y-_ 

(4.18) 

may be written as 

1 1 P 1 P 
(a# + Ok/A’)(OiV + /J’) = 6 OkV - fJJ ai/Jd T ok/A’ - - - 

1 
- (4.19) 

(Ti $V - /& uiv + $ * 

This result transforms equation (4.17) to 

[Mk(v, ,u, ,u’)lij = 1 
akv - p 

; (4.20) 

and since 

1 ’ 
(4.21) 

for any real non-zero b and d, equation (4.20) yields 

/“Mk(“, Py P')Iij = Ap tit h,. - P[Dk(,‘-h P%} - (4.22) 
k z 

Substitution of this result into (4.16) and use of (4.14) gives for the emergent 
distribution 

MO> -A = My, P) - *P U&W O1dp’V($)+(r, -P’) 
7 s 

This last term may be further simplified by considering the nonlinear integral equation 
for the U-function. The transpose of equation (3.26) is 

U(P) = E + PUJ,W 
s 

ld,W$)D,(cL~ P’), 
0 

(4.24) 

or solely in terms of U&.&u> 

uk(/d = Ek + @kbdc 01dP’V(P?Dk(/4 P’), 
s 

(4.25) 

where [EJij = Bijdik. 
Hence the emergent distribution is 

+ sP (U,(P) - E&W (4.26) 
9 

However, from equation (2.6) 

4J(v, P> = sp E,CaM + WV, ,+W. 
II 

(4.27) 
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Combining the last term in equation (4.26) with +(v, ,LJ) the emergent distribution 
simplifies to 

&(O, -P) = C(v, P)~(Y) + & U,WC [E - [d@V($)F(~, -K)C] a(v). 
v 

(4.28) 

Finally writing this equation completely in terms of the matrix U(p), the emergent 
distribution of the generalized Mime problem is given by the very simple equation 

WO, -P) = C(y, IUP(Y) + WY, ,WCu)h(~), v > 0, P > 0, (4.29) 

where the constant vector h(v) is 

h(v) = C E - O1d,u’V($)F(v, -$)C] a(v). 
( s 

(4.30) 

Using the above expression the emergent distribution for a multigroup Milne 
problem is easily evaluated. Such calculations have been performed for various cases 
of borated water and for enriched uranium systems (SHULTIS, 1968). 

(b) Half-space Green’s function 

As a final example of the use of the generalized S function technique, the half- 
space Green’s function problem will be solved. The half-space Green’s function, with 
the source neutrons belonging solely to the ith energy group, gi(x,,, p,,; x, p), is 
defined by the equation 

( a 1 s 1 

paxE+ C &o,po; x,,4=c d$gi(xo, rue; x, 1~‘) 
0 

with the boundary conditions 

+ Q - po)6(x - x,)e,, x0 > 0, (4.31) 

(i) g,(x,, po; 0, P) = 0, P > 0, (4.32) 

(ii) lim g,(x,, po; x, 1~) = 0. (4.33) 
Z--cc0 

The first step towards obtaining the solution, is to determine the emergent distribution, 
g,(x,, 1~~; 0, -p), ,D > 0. Consider the Green’s function to be composed of two 
parts : 

&(X09 PO; x7 I4 = !zirn(Xo, PO; x3 Pu> + 4%(X, PI, x0 > 0, (4.34) 

where gi”(xo, ,u,; x, ,B) is the known intiite medium Green’s function (YOSHIMIJRA, 
1968). The albedo problem solution $Jx, ,IJ), satisfies the homogeneous transport 
equation with the boundary conditions 

(i) &(O, P) = -_gi”(xoP rue; 0, P), P > 0, (4.35) 

(ii) lim +),(x, pu) = 0. (4.36) 
Zc-rrn 

Clearly g,(xo, p. ; x, p) defined by equation (4.34) satisfies equation (4.31) and has the 
required boundary conditions. 

4 
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The emergent distribution of the albedo solution, $,,(O, -p), can be expressed in 
terms of its incident distribution from equation (3.7). Hence from equation (4.34) the 
emergent distribution g,(x,,, pO; 0, -,u) is 

&o,po; 0, -p> = Gi%o,po; 0, -p>'- L 
s 

1 

iuo 
dp'S(p', iUkm(xo, ~0; 0, $1. 

(4.37) 

5. COMPLETE SOLUTIONS TO THE HALF-SPACE PROBLEMS 

Once the emergent distributions of half-space problems are known, the use of 
fill-range completeness and orthogonality of the eigenvectors readily yield the co- 
efficients of an eigenfunction expansion of the flux inside the medium. In the following 
the complete solution to the half-space albedo, Milne and Green’s function problems 
will be obtained. 

(a) Albedo problem 

First, we seek the complete solution for the ith albedo problem in the form 

&(O, rue; x, P) = $i ~(ros)WoJ, ~Wi”o~ + $i ~(-~o)oJ)~(-~os~ ~)eZ”o~ 

+ $i 111, ,$ {Afrn(~)%Yr, ,u)e-‘I” + Ajm(-~)@im(-~, ru)e@> dv, 

P&(-l, 1). (5.1) 

where 
vi = a,-l and q. = 0. 

In view of the full-range completeness of the eigenvectors c#B(&v, ,u), v&(0, l), v = 
fvo*, we can now determine the expansion coefficients in equation (5.1) so that the 
above equation with x = 0, equals the known surface distribution. 

The expansion coefficients cc(&vos) and Aj”(&v) are readily obtained by applying 
full-range orthogonality relations (equations (2.19) and (2.20)) and equations (3.1) 
and (3.32). Explicitly 

-~)S(ru~, ,u)e,, (5.2) 

and 

In Appendix A it is shown that the S(po, ,u) function satisfies certain relationships 
with the eigenvectors. From equations (A.5) and (3.40) it is seen at once that a( -vos) 
and A,“(-v), v > 0, are identically zero! Thus we see that the boundary condition at 
infinity, equation (3.6), is satisfied. Therefore, the expansion equation (5.1) with 
a( -vos) and Ajm(-v) set equal to zero represents the complete solution of the problem. 
This result in turn implies the half-range completeness of the eigenvectors C#B(V, ,u), 
V&(0, l), v = VOJ. 
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(b) Milne problem 

Since half-space albedo problems can always be expanded in terms of only the 
decaying eigenfunctions, equation (4.3) shows that the solution for the generalized 
Milne problem can be written as 

Wx, P) = 9(-v, ,u)e”‘” + ,zI a(vON(vO,, lu)e-“‘o~ 

+ jir l”1, dv’ ( : Ai”(v’)+jm(v’, p)) ecz”‘. (5.4) 
1 T@=j 

Setting x = 0 in this equation and using equations (4.1) and (4.29) one finds from the 
full-range orthogonality relations that 

and 

=_- is j-),w&os~ /-W(v~ ,Wv> + WV, ,4U.,4W~ (5.5) 

Ajm(v’) = - &) 014wi$‘Yv’~ dG(v, /G(v) + Wv, ,4JCu)h(v)~~ (5.6) 
3 s 

Often the Milne problem of most interest is the one related to the largest discrete 
eigenvalue, vl. The asymptotic behavior of this particular problem for large x is 

Jr?(x, P) = +(--yL, j&+“~ + a(vJ+(vl, j&-Z”Z. (5.7) 

A quantity of interest for this problem is the extrapolated end point, x0, defined such 
that 

’ P”“(%) = 
s 

dp$Vp(x,,, ,D) = a(vL)ezo”‘I + a(vl)a(vl)e-zo’y~ = 0. (5.8) 
-1 

Solving for x,, and substituting for a(vJ from equation (5.5), the extrapolated end 
point is 

(5.9) 

or in terms of the U(D) matrix 

VZ x0=--1n - 
2 ( ;l [d/&i’ (WF2(v,, #JOh(v,)) . (5.10) 

(c) Green’s function 

From equation (4.34) we see that the complete solution of the ith half-space 
Green’s function can be written as 

g,(x,, rue; x, P) = g,“(xo, pc,; x, 1~) + E +03+(vo’od, &e-@O* 
.Y=l 

+ 5 r’ dv ( 5, Aim(v)+im(v, p)] e+“. (5.1 I ) 
j=l ‘11-l W&=3 
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Using full-range orthogonality relations and equations (4.36) the expansion coefficients 
are readily found to be 

1 l 
4zbJ = - f s s o d&+(Yos* PI 

x Gi”(xo, po; 0, ,4 - 1 ( s 1 

P 0 
d/4$, pFL)G,%o, ~0; 

and 

Aim(v) = - 

x W’(xo,po; 0,/d - 1 ~ olWW, ,u)G,“(xo, p,,; 0, 14 s . (5.13) 
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APPENDIX A 
As previously mentioned, equations (3.15) and (3.17) are the multigroup generalization of 

Chandrasekhar’s one-speed H function nonlinear integral equation. Since this one-speed equation 
does not have a unique solution (MULLIKIN, 1964a,b; PAHOR and KUSCER, 1966), one suspects 
that the nonlinear integral equation for S@,,, p) and therefore also for the equations for Ub) and 
V(,u) are not uniquely soluble. Proceeding as in the one-speed case (PAHOR and KUSCJXR, 1966) or 
in the case of the degenerate kernal approximation (PAHOR, 1969) it can indeed be shown, that for 
each discrete root, Y,,#, equation (3.11) admits a ‘non-physical’ solution denoted by So&,, ,u). It is 
equal to 

where 

%u010, PI = was iu) + (A.11 

s 

1 

s 

1 
,&%I) = d,&,ty,,(O, --Lc)C d,@+,(O, -iu). (A.2) 

0 0 
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It is possible, however, to give a set of conditions which must be satisfied by the physical solutions 
S(JQ,, p) or Ub) and V(p). The eigenfunctions +(Y, k) e- =Iv, Re{r} > 0, are solutions to the transport 
equation; and since they tend to zero for large X, they are solutions to half-space albedo problems 
with incident distributions given by +(v, p), p > 0. Thus from equations (3.7) and (3.12), the 
S(pO, a) function must satisfy 

s o1 d&S&‘, LL)+(Y, ,LL’), AL > 0, Re{r} > 0. 

Integrating this condition over p from 0 to 1 and using equation (3.15) and (2.17), we obtain 

s 

1 

s 

1 

d&+, 14 = a(4 = VVWW, P’). (A.4) 
-1 0 

Similarly by considering +t(r, p) e- =‘“, Re{v} > 0, as albedo problem solutions of the transport 
equation for a transposed transfer matrix, C, from equations (A.3) and (2.17) one has the conditions 
on the Stb,,, p) matrix 

s o1 d$Si@‘, p)+t(-r, -,I&‘), Re{r} > 0. (A.3 

Again integrating over yc from 0 to 1 and using equations (3.40), (3.14) and (2.17), equation (A.5) 
yields 

s 1 

s 

1 
dp+t(--Y, p) = at(v) = d/&@&t(--Y, -,LL), Re{r} > 0. (A.6) 

-1 0 

Equations (A.4) and (A.6) for the discrete roots vO,, s = 1 . . . M are 2M conditions which the 
physical U(JJ) and V(,u) functions must satisfy. In one-speed case these equations become identical, 
and it has been proved that they are a sufficient condition to uniquely specify the real physical H 
function given by the nonlinear integral equation (3.17), (PAHOR, 1966; PAHOR and KUSCER, 1966). 
Also for the degenerate kemal approximation, PAHOR (1967), using a corresponding set of discrete 
eigenfunction conditions, proved that these conditions were suflicient for uniquely specifying his 
generalized S-function. Although it has not been possible to show that the discrete root conditions 
for the general multigroup case are a set of sufficient conditions, it is felt that they are a severe 
restriction on the possible solutions of equations (3.17) and (3.19), and in all likelihood they are 
sufficient. Therefore, in iterating equations (3.17) and (3.19), the conditions (A.4) and (A.6) must 
be used as a check. At the same time, an estimate of the accuracy of the iterations can be obtained 
from these conditions. 


